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Abstract
Vision-based place recognition is becoming an increasingly viable component of navigation systems for autonomous
robots and personal aids. However, attaining robustness to variations in environmental conditions – such as time of day,
weather and season – and camera viewpoint remains a major challenge. Featureless, sequence-based place recognition
techniques have demonstrated promise, but often rely on long image sequences, manually-tuned parameters and exhaustive
sequence match searching through multiple locations and image scales. In this paper, we address these deﬁciencies by
implementing a condition-invariant, sequence-based place recognition algorithm suitable for networked environments, such
as city streets; and routes with lateral platform shift, such as multiple-lane roads. We achieve this capability by augmenting
the traditional 1D image database with a directed graph to describe the branching of contiguous sections of imagery at
intersections. A particle ﬁlter is then used to efﬁciently explore these paths, aswell as various lateral positions synthesised by
rescaling imagery. Our proposed approach eliminates manual tuning of sequence length parameters, improves localisation
on branched routes, improves overall place recognition accuracy and coverage and reduces computational requirements.We
evaluated the newmethod against the original SeqSLAMand SMART algorithms on two day-night, road-based datasets and
a summer-winter train dataset, where it attained superior precision-recall performance and coverage in all environments.
Together, these contributions represent a signiﬁcant step towards the provision of a robust, near parameter-free condition-
and viewpoint-invariant visual place recognition capability for vehicles and robots.
Keywords
robotic vision, place recognition, localisation
1. Introduction
Vision-based place recognition systems must be capable of recognising familiar places despite drastic appearance changes
caused by variations in weather conditions, time of day or season: a property we refer to as condition invariance. Existing
condition-invariant algorithms typically employ global image descriptors with temporal information in the form of image
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sequences (Milford & Wyeth, 2012; Naseer et al., 2014; Pepperell et al., 2014a; Sünderhauf et al., 2013b). However, global
image descriptors inherently lack viewpoint invariance (Johns & Yang, 2013b; Pepperell et al., 2014b; Sünderhauf et al.,
2013a), limiting their utility in recognising familiar places when the camera’s position or orientation changes. A reasonable
degree of viewpoint invariance is essential for route-based applications where the longitudinal position must be inferred,
despite variations in camera positioning along the other dimensions (e.g. when a vehicle changes lanes on a road).
The relative difference in camera pose on road-based environments is generally limited to a few possible discrete lateral
shifts in viewpoint. Recent work has proposed a solution using sideways-facing cameras to perform place recognition across
lane changes (Pepperell et al., 2014b). Using the assumption that the scene was planar and distant, perspective effects were
ignored and image scaling alone was used to determine the likely appearance of the scene. However, the computational
requirements for image scaling, comparison and sequence searching can become prohibitive as they grow linearly with the
number of generated image scales. Furthermore, a constant lane position is assumed throughout the length of an image
sequence and the algorithm has no knowledge of road networks. This work can be considered as a useful building block
for viewpoint invariance, but does not represent a complete navigation system.
Thework in this paper ismotivated by the desire for a camera-based navigation system that can functionwhere traditional
GPS fails – such as in urban canyons (Cui & Ge, 2003) within metropolitan centres, tunnels and ofﬁce corridors. Here,
we present a condition-invariant, sequence-based algorithm to solve two key road navigation challenges: (1) intersections
and (2) multiple-lane roads, thus progressing towards a complete navigation system. We address these challenges by ﬁrstly
employing a directed graph structure in lieu of an unlinked linear image database. Intersections are represented by nodes
in the graph, which are connected with edges of determinate length that represent image sequences collected between
them. The linked structure informs possible trajectories through the image database at intersections and thus substantially
reduces relocalisation lag: the period of uncertainty normally incurred by having to rebuild an image sequence after a jump
in contiguity.
Secondly, we present a new particle ﬁlter search algorithm, which eliminates the need to manually select a sequence
length (typically estimated arbitrarily from environmental difﬁculty), and allays the compute growth associated with
exhaustively comparing multiple image scales in viewpoint-variant localisation. Notably, our implementation does not
require environment-speciﬁc training, and thus lacks the need for feature vocabularies or to perform multiple visits to
places to observe them under different conditions.
The following section summarises relevant prior work within the domain of place recognition. Section 3 describes the
SMART algorithm, the directed graph structure and our particle ﬁlter implementation. Our experimental setup and studies
are detailed in Section 4 with the results presented in Section 5. Section 6 provides an analysis of storage and computational
requirements. Finally, we conclude with a discussion and suggestions for future work in Section 7.
2. Background
Much of the prior work in visual place recognition is intertwined within the Simultaneous Localisation And Mapping
(SLAM) literature (Davison et al., 2007; Konolige & Agrawal, 2008), and can be thought of as the localisation (L)
component of such systems. Many applications are motivated by a desire for long-term and large-scale operation – both
of which require robustness to real-world challenges and varying conditions. Here, we brieﬂy review prior art in the
following broad categories: feature-based techniques, lighting-invariant image representations, training-based algorithms,
sequence-based place recognition and probabilistic methods.
Traditional vision algorithms used keypoint feature descriptors, such as Scale Invariant Feature Transforms
(SIFT) (Lowe, 1999) or Speeded Up Robust Features (SURF) (Bay et al., 2006) – often contained within a geometry-free,
“Bag-of-Words” (BoW) (Sivic & Zisserman, 2003) representation of each image. A notable example which employs this
technique is FastAppearance-BasedMapping (FAB-MAP),which has demonstrated successful localisation in environments
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exceeding 1000 km in length (Cummins & Newman, 2009). However, feature-based image comparison techniques lack
condition invariance (Milford & Wyeth, 2012; Ranganathan et al., 2013; Valgren & Lilienthal, 2007); limiting their
robustness – and hence suitability – to long-term operation.
One condition-invariant approach consists of representing daytime images in lighting-invariant forms – such as through
shadow removal (Corke et al., 2013; Maddern et al., 2014; McManus et al., 2014a); or through the use of non-visible light
spectra, such as in ultra-violet (UV) imagery. The latter takes its cues from ants in nature, and has been demonstrated
as reasonably stable across weather conditions (Stone et al., 2014), particularly in scene classiﬁcation and segmentation.
While impressive, it should be noted that these strategies assume a single, solar light source and hence only apply to daytime
observations. Furthermore, the front-end image comparison stage is only part of the place recognition problem; a means
of hypothesis formation is still necessary.
To build an understanding of changing environments, training approaches can be used to learn and predict appearance
changes under different conditions (Johns & Yang, 2013a, 2014; Lowry et al., 2014a; Sünderhauf et al., 2013b); or
to construct a database of each place under each condition – such as by learning a new visual experience when
a place’s appearance signiﬁcantly changes (Churchill & Newman, 2012), or by forming compact models of feature
co-occurrences across different times of day (Johns & Yang, 2013b). More recently, efforts have been made to
curate bespoke, place-dependent (rather than condition-dependent) features by training Support Vector Machine (SVM)
classiﬁers (McManus et al., 2014b). The inherent drawbacks of any training-based approach are the requirement to visit
a place multiple times, and that failure may occur when previously-unseen conditions are encountered or when trained in
inappropriate environments – even indoors where conditions are less variable (Espinace et al., 2010).
Another emerging trend is to employ Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) to learn whole-image visual features for
place recognition (Chen et al., 2014; Sünderhauf et al., 2015a,b). CNNs are particularly powerful as pre-trained generic
models can be adapted to perform speciﬁc tasks (Razavian et al., 2014), while avoiding the need for feature hand-crafting or
judicious, site-speciﬁc vocabulary training. While the state-of-the-art algorithms have demonstrated condition invariance,
they lack viewpoint-invariance due to the use of global features.
Other approaches to condition invariance have incorporated temporal information to improve evidence accumulation.
SequenceSLAM(SeqSLAM) (Milford&Wyeth, 2012) achieved training-free condition invariance through the introduction
of locally-best whole-image matching in conjunction with linear image sequence searching. This technique has since been
demonstrated with motion blur (Milford et al., 2013) and on very long journeys (Sünderhauf et al., 2013a). SeqSLAM’s
successor, SMART (Pepperell et al., 2013), introduced odometry-corrected search, variable offset image matching and sky
removal to markedly improve performance. Other work has presented alternative approaches to linear sequence searching
using network ﬂows (Naseer et al., 2014) and hidden Markov models (Hansen & Browning, 2014). While featureless
algorithms, in general, lack viewpoint invariance, we have previously demonstrated a means of compensating for lateral
changes in camera viewpoint through multiple-scale image comparison (Pepperell et al., 2014b, 2015): an idea we expand
upon in this paper.
Probabilistic place recognition and SLAM back-ends are well-established in prior art, such as with the Chow Liu
trees employed by FAB-MAP (Cummins & Newman, 2008). This work was furthered in CAT-Graph (Maddern et al.,
2012), which achieved constant compute through the use of a graphical database representation and particle ﬁltering for
hypothesis formation; and a whole-image implementation, suitable for condition-invariant applications with training-free
probability models (Lowry et al., 2014b). Particle ﬁltering methods have also been used for geo-referencing and control
in noisy conditions within complex urban environments (Ji et al., 2015). Further, Liu & Zhang (2013) proposed using a
particle ﬁlter search technique for SeqSLAM (and hence SMART) to reduce its computational requirements. The technique
presented in this paper differs from this work in several ways. Firstly, we use a directed graph image database to deﬁne how
images are linked in road networks; secondly, we incorporate additional state variables to enable the system to efﬁciently
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explore streets with intersections and to enable place recognition across lateral viewpoint changes (see Section 3); ﬁnally
– and signiﬁcantly, our implementation does not include an explicit sequence length state variable.
3. Approach
In this section, we describe the whole-image comparison, linear sequence search, multiple-scale image rescaling, directed
graph and particle ﬁlter search approaches. Each component builds upon the previous – except for the particle ﬁlter search,
which we present as an alternative to the linear search. A high-level schematic is shown in Figure 1.
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Images
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Image Rescaling
(if enabled)
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Image Comparison 
(SeqSLAM/SMART)
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the core algorithmic blocks in the place recognition system. Our proposed technique builds upon
SMART and uses a particle ﬁlter, but we also perform our experiments with the SeqSLAM and SMART algorithms as baselines.
(d)
(a) (b)
(c)
(e) (f)
Figure 2. Sky blackening: each daytime frame (a) is converted to a contrast-enhanced image (b), which is then thresholded by
valley-emphasis to produce an image mask (c). The original image is masked and converted to greyscale for image matching (d).
This example shows the corresponding night time frame (e) and its greyscale form (f) for comparison.
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3.1. Image Comparison
Database frames are stored in a 1D vector that represents a path through the environment. Image similarity between query
and database frames is assessed through a three-step process: (1) removal of non-informative pixels, (2) resolution reduction
by bilinear interpolation and (3) greyscale whole-image comparison.
To remove non-informative pixels, SMART uses a sky segmentation technique (which we call Sky Blackening) to
effectively remove the sky in daytime traverses; preventing dissimilar skies (such as from clear to cloudy or from day to
night) from degrading matching performance (Figure 2). Using the fact that sky regions tend to be bluer or brighter than the
ground, the ﬁrst step is to produce contrast-enhanced greyscale images from the original RGB images with the following
transform (Thurrowgood et al., 2009):
C = −1.16R+ 0.363G+ 1.43B − 2.3 (1)
The new image, C, is then thresholded using the valley-emphasis method (Ng, 2006) to form an image mask which
excludes the sky region of the image (sky pixels set to 0). The valley-emphasis method was chosen as it does not assume
a bi-modal distribution of sky and ground pixel classes. Next, we enhance the signal-to-noise ratio by using patch
normalisation in each image to enhance edge information and eliminate image intensity variation. Patch-normalisation
is performed by dividing an image into a grid of square patches and for each pixel, subtracting the patch mean and then
dividing by the patch standard deviation. Finally, a mean difference score, d, is calculated for each query-database image
pair by calculating the L1-norm with the Sum of Absolute Differences (SAD) metric:
d = min
Δx∈[−ηx,ηx]
Δy∈[−ηy,ηy ]
g (Δx,Δy) (2)
g (Δx,Δy) =
1
W ×H ‖Γ(IQ,Δx,Δy)− Γ0(ID)‖1 (3)
where Γ0(·) returns a central W ×H region of the image, and Γ(·, a, b) returns a W ×H region of the image, offset by
(a, b) from the centre, where W ≤ Rx − ηx and H ≤ Ry − ηy , and Rx and Ry are the dimensions of the low-resolution,
patch-normalised greyscale images. We compare central subregions of IQ and ID over a range of offsets up to horizontal
and vertical maxima (±ηx and ±ηy , respectively), such that the SAD score of the overlapping region is minimised. As
each query frame is compared with all database frames using SAD, we form a difference vector,D, for each frame. Lastly,
we modify the raw difference scores by considering that we are searching for coherent sequences of locally-best image
matches. Hence, the local matching contrast is enhanced (Figure 3) by normalising each elementDi in the difference vector
D within a neighbourhood centred around it:
Dˆi =
Di − μN
σN
(4)
where μN and σl are the mean and standard deviation of the neighbourhood vector, respectively:
N =
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
Dmax(i−l,1)
Dmax(i−l+1,2)
...
Dmin(i+l,|D|)
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ (5)
where N is deﬁned by a neighbourhood radius parameter, l, and bounded by the length of D. This process gives the
normalised difference vector, Dˆ.
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Figure 3. Within their surrounding neighbourhoods, difference scores are normalised in columns to a standard normal distribution to
enhance the local matching contrast. Darker squares indicate lower difference (better match) scores (Milford & Wyeth, 2012).
3.2. The Image Matching Matrix and Linear Sequence Searching
Under large appearance changes, the evidence from a single image pair is, in general, insufﬁcient to make a conﬁdent
estimate on the location of the camera. Here, we brieﬂy summarise the key innovation behind SeqSLAM and SMART –
contributing to our overall proposed system – which is to accrue this weak evidence over a number of frames, and to search
for sequences of locally-best image matches using the knowledge that the camera moves sequentially along a route. As
such, we transform the image similarity data to a matrix form, M, where the effect of spatial coherence is a 2D pattern
(dominant diagonal minima) that can be cheaply and robustly detected. M is fundamental to all methods in this paper
(Figure 1) and is formed by concatenating the image difference vectors together:
M = [DˆT−ds , DˆT−ds+1, . . . , DˆT] (6)
The search method in SeqSLAM and SMART – which we use as a baseline in our experiments – ﬁnds best-matching
sequences using a technique similar to the Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) algorithm proposed by Sakoe & Chiba (1978),
with length, angle and direction (monotonic) constraints. As shown in Figure 4, elements are summed along straight-line
paths projected from DˆT−ds to ﬁnd the lowest-cost sequence, which has a normalised difference score, S:
S =
1
ds
·
T∑
t=T−ds
Dtk (7)
where ds is the sequence length, T is the current frame index, k is the index of the column vector, Dt, that the search
trajectory passes through:
k = s+ (ds − T + t) tanφ (8)
where s is the originating frame index and φ is the search angle, which can be set to 45◦ if the velocity proﬁles are identical
between two traverses (e.g. if spatial frame separation is constant, which requires a synchronised source of odometry). A
global threshold is then applied to accept or reject the lowest-cost sequence for each query frame and its associated database
location hypothesis. Note that this hypothesis is an image match; geotagged database images are required to ascertain a
physical, real-world location.
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Figure 4. Difference matrix,M. For each image difference vector (column inM), the search algorithm ﬁnds the lowest-cost (dark blue)
straight-line sequence through the matrix as the starting point (row inM) and search angle, φ, are varied. For clarity, only one sequence
starting point is shown.
3.3. Multiple-Scale Image Comparison
To compensate for appearance changes due to variations in lateral vehicle viewpoint – such as those caused by changing
lanes in road environments, we perform bilinear rescaling on sideways imagery. In doing so, we make two key assumptions:
(1) roadside structure lies at an approximately constant kerbside distance, and (2) structure depth is small relative to its
distance to the camera, such that perspective effects are negligible. While these assumptions appear restrictive, they are
sufﬁciently loose in practice, such that this model is suitable when applied to sequences of low-resolution imagery.
We extend our previous work (Pepperell et al., 2014b) to include the unscaled front and rear views in the image
comparison step to provide additional place information. The front, rear, left and right sections of the cylindrical panorama
are reprojected to a ﬂat image plane using the following remapping relationships:
x′(x) = f · arctan
(
x
f
)
(9)
leftright frontrear
left rightright frontrear
Figure 5. Cylindrical image panorama (top) ﬂattened into four sub-images representing the left, right, front and rear camera views
(bottom).
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Figure 6. Each set of ﬂattened images is rescaled by enlarging the more distant lateral views and comparing with SAD (‘f’ = front and
‘r’ = rear). For the 1:1 scale, the original, unmodiﬁed panoramas are compared directly. Sequences are then independently searched
through the image difference matrices at each scale, with the lowest-cost overall sequence chosen. For clarity, only three scales are
shown.
y′(x, y) =
fy√
f2 + x2
(10)
where (x, y) is the original pixel location in the cylindrical image, (x′, y′) is the pixel location in the resultant rectilinear
image and f is the camera focal length in pixels. This process results in four “ﬂat” sub-images per place, as shown in
Figure 5. For each image set, rescaling is then performed on either the left or right view (Figure 6), by cropping out a
rectangular window in the centre of the image and resizing it (with linear interpolation) to its original size. This process
is repeated as necessary to generate the desired number of image scales. Each query sub-image is then compared to each
database sub-image – as per the process detailed in Section 3.1 – and summed to obtain a single difference score for each
query-database image set. Within this process, variable offset matching is performed on the sideways views to provide
some tolerance to ground inclination and camber.
An image difference matrix, Mn, is formed as each set of rescaled images is compared (Figure 6). Each matrix is then
searched in parallel for the best-matching sequences across all scales, thus adding another dimension to the search process
shown in Figure 4. A constant scale ratio is assumed along the length of a sequence.
3.4. Directed Graph and Particle Filter Search
The cost of evidence accumulation in SMART can be high, and requires a ﬁxed-length image sequence over which to
collect evidence. Handling variations in image scale due to travelling the route in a different lane requires the computation
of multiple difference matrices and searching for the dominant path through each of them. Similarly, travelling through a
realistic road network with intersections is problematic with linear sequence searching when the matching sequence length
approaches that of a block in the road network. Here, we augment the 1D database of ordered frames with a directed
graph of image indices (and hence matrix row indices); depicting the connectivity between images taken along segments
of branching and intersected road networks. The graph enables the movement of particles through discontinuous “jumps”
in the image difference matrix (Figure 7).
Our particle ﬁlter deploys a collection of N particles, pi – each with three state variables and an importance weight:
pi = {xˆi, si, ci, wi} (11)
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where xˆi ∈ R+ is an estimation of the vehicle’s position as a continuous displacement through the database, which can be
rounded to an integer frame index; si ∈ N<z is its scale index within z possible scales; ci ∈ N is its resampling countdown
– a variable which is decremented by every forward movement step and reinitialised (to a value κ) whenever a decision
point (intersection) is encountered, thus excluding a particular particle from resampling until ci reaches its minimum value
of 0; and wi ∈ R+≤1 is its weight. The resampling countdown prevents weak – but potentially correct – location hypotheses
from being erroneously discarded at intersections; each hypothesis is allowed to develop for a speciﬁed distance (ci), while
the weights are continuously updated.
Each iteration (i.e. column-wise, rightward step in the image difference matrix) of the particle ﬁlter consists of a
movement phase, a weight update phase and a resampling phase. The movement phase consists of incrementing each
current particle position:
xˆ′i = xˆi +X (12)
where xˆ′i is the new particle position and X is drawn from a normal distribution:
X ∼ N (μm, σm) (13)
where μm is the mean distal frame separation (typically 1 metre) and σm is the standard deviation. Note that a synchronised
source of odometry is assumed, and therefore the frame separation is independent of the vehicle velocity. The motion model
parameters are thus dependent on the accuracy and repeatability of the odometry signal. When a particle encounters an
intersection node, its position jumps to one of the possible connected graph locations with equal probability and its residual
movement (if any) continues along the new path.
The scale index (or lane position) corresponds to which matrix in the scale stack (Figure 6) the particle resides in, and
is updated by ﬁrst drawing from the standard uniform distribution:
S ∼ U(0, 1) (14)
A D
B C
A D
B C
1
2
3 4Database TraversesQuery Traverse
(a) (b) (c)
C
C
D
D
B
A
Figure 7. Road networks contain intersections, which leads to indeterminate image ordering between database and query traverses of
an environment. This example shows a database traverse, where horizontal streets were mapped, then vertical streets; and a typical query
traverse through some of these streets in a different order (a). A directed graph database structure (b) represents intersections as nodes
connected with edges representing image sequences; thus enabling searching through disjoint regions of the image difference matrix (c).
Note the strong diagonal matching paths through the matrix between each labelled node (white dot). Map data ©2012-2015 Apple Inc.
and ©1992-2014 TomTom.
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then assigning a new value to the scale index:
s′i =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩
max(si − 1, 0), S < λ
min(si + 1, z − 1), S > 1− λ
si, otherwise
(15)
where s′i is the new scale ratio index and λ is the scale-changing threshold. Scale changes are memoryless, and thus the z
possible scale indices can be regarded as states in a Markov chain. In a road-based environment, λ estimates the probability
of the vehicle moving to either adjacent lane. Thus, we assume lane changes are equally likely in each direction and λmust
be less than 0.5.
Particle weights are updated through recursive Bayes ﬁltering. For a given particle, we round its position to the nearest
column index and lookup the normalised difference score, di. Its new weight, w′i is then given by:
w′i = wi ·
P (di|xˆi = xi)
P (di)
(16)
where wi is the current weight and xi is the true current location. The normal distributions P (di|xˆi = xi) and P (di)
correspond to the true positive and total distributions, respectively:
P (di|xˆi = xi) = N (μp, σp) (17)
P (di) = N (μt, σt) (18)
where μp and σp are the mean and standard deviation of the true positive match distribution; and μt and σt are the
mean and standard deviation of the total distribution.
Finally, importance resampling (Liu et al., 2001) is performed to prevent degeneracy. Each particle with a ci value of
zero is replaced by drawing a new particle (with replacement) from our set at random with probability equal to its weight.
After every weight update and resampling step, each particle weight, wi, is normalised to w′i, such that all weights sum to
unity:
w′i =
wi
N∑
j
wj
(19)
To select the “best” particle, we apply a kernel density estimation on a neighbourhood around each particle and form
the following distribution of particle conﬁdences (Maddern et al., 2012):
P (xˆi) =
N∑
j
h(i, j) (20)
with the spatially-selective function, h(i, j), deﬁned as:
h(i, j) =
⎧⎨
⎩
wj , |xˆi − xˆj | ≤ r
0, otherwise
(21)
where r is the speciﬁed place recognition resolution; typically set to equal the ground truth match tolerance. A given
particle’s conﬁdence reaches a value of 1 only when all particles are within this range. The system’s current hypothesis
corresponds to the position of the particle with the highest conﬁdence value. This estimation function also provides a means
of false positive ﬁltering, by thresholding particles based on their resultant conﬁdence values.
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Figure 8. Aerial maps of datasets, showing CBD (top) and Highway (bottom). For the CBD dataset, a database of ordered frames was
constructed by collecting imagery in four contiguous sets: 1-5, 6-9, 10-11 and 12-13 (blue, top-left). A path approximately twice as long
was then traversed through the same environment as one contiguous query set of images, shown in points 1-22 (red, top-right). The path
through the Highway dataset for both traverses (albeit in different lanes – see main text) is shown in red in the bottom image. Map data
©2012-2015 Apple Inc. and ©1992-2014 TomTom. Satellite Imagery ©2013 DigitalGlobe.
4. Experimental Setup
In this section, we describe our vehicular platform, experimental apparatus, datasets used, data pre-processing steps, studies
performed and parameters used.
4.1. Datasets
We evaluated our algorithms on a total of three challenging datasets1. The ﬁrst two datasets were acquired on public roads
in Queensland, Australia (Figure 8), and each consists of a daytime and a night time traverse of a particular environment.
Both road-based datasets were gathered with an Occam Omni60 – a ﬁve-lens, 360◦, panoramic camera; and an OBD Pro
Scantool connected to a laptop computer (Figure 9). The Scantool was connected to the vehicle’s onboard diagnostics
(OBD) port, where it regularly polled the wheel speed. The integration of vehicle speed with synchronised video data
enabled the platform to record images with an approximately constant spatial separation of one frame per metre.
Theﬁrst road-based dataset consists of a 3.6 kmdaytime, database traverse ofBrisbaneCBD–an environment consisting
of many one-way streets, followed by a 6 km night time query traverse. The query traverse contains loops and repeated
paths as it covers sections of the environment “out of order”. The second road-based dataset consists of two 5 km traverses
of the Gold Coast Highway – a database traverse in a constant lane position (second from the left); and a query traverse,
which moves arbitrarily between four lanes. Note that vehicles drive on the left side of the road in Australia.
1Our datasets are available at https://wiki.qut.edu.au/display/cyphy/Datasets
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Figure 9. On-road dataset gathering platform, showing the Occam Omni60 camera mounted on roof racks (left) and the OBD Pro
Scantool and laptop computer (right).
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Figure 10. Our arrangement of the Nordland dataset, showing the metric map path (left), synthetic intersections and the ordering of
summer database frames (middle) and the arbitrary path taken in the winter query traverse (right). Satellite Imagery ©2013 Landsat.
We also tested the large-scale performance of each algorithm on a section of Nordlandsbanen Minutt for Minutt2 – a
cross-seasonal Norwegian train dataset that prior work has used to evaluate SeqSLAM (Sünderhauf et al., 2013a). To add
further difﬁculty to this dataset, we added synthetic intersections and reordered the frames in the query traverse such that the
dataset was travelled out-of-order and with loops (similar to the gridded city environment); thus invalidating the continuous
linear sequence assumptions of SeqSLAM and SMART. We used the most difﬁcult seasonal pairing: the database traverse
consisted of 60 km of summer footage and the query traverse consisted of 100 km of winter footage (including repeats).
Figure 10 shows the dataset map, synthetic intersection arrangement and the paths taken by the database and query traverses.
We refer to the datasets hereafter as CBD, Highway and Nordland, respectively.
2 http://nrkbeta.no/2013/01/15/nordlandsbanen-minute-by-minute-season-by-season
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Figure 11. A cylindrical panoramic image (top), which has been divided and ﬂattened into rectilinear views and rescaled to create a
synthetic viewpoint of one lane change left (middle row) and one lane change right (bottom row). Dashed red lines indicate cropping
regions. When comparing images at the 1:1 scale, the whole panorama is used, albeit with a single crop to remove the bottom third of the
image occluded by the car. At other scales, only the top halves of the images are used so as to remove the ground-plane. Exact scaling
factors used are detailed in Section 4.3.
4.2. Data Pre-Processing
As shown in Figure 11, a single, ﬁxed horizontal crop was performed on all panoramic images just prior to comparison;
one third from the bottom of the image in the full panorama for 1:1 comparisons, and halfway-down the ﬂattened images
to remove the ground-plane for rescaled comparisons. Hence, a ﬁxed horizon line through the image centres is assumed,
which in conjunction with a small amount of vertical offset image matching on the low-resolution imagery, compensates
for road camber. Alternatively, an accelerometer could be used to dynamically determine the horizon. Prior to rescaling, the
ﬂattening process was used to produce 120◦ﬁeld of view (FoV) side views and 60◦FoV front and rear views. We allocate
such a large FoV to the side regions as they have the most structural detail, in addition to being rescalable.
The Nordland dataset consisted of forward-facing imagery, with no cropping necessary. We decimated frames to retain
one-ﬁfth of the original count, giving an average frame separation of 5 m.
For the CBD and Nordland datasets, we hand-labelled database intersection images with lists of connection points
(jumps) to other frames in our database to build a directed graph similar to that in Figure 7(b). Additionally, we labelled
these points with map coordinates which were then interpolated for all in-between frames. On a larger scale, the mapping
process could be automated with accurate geo-tagging of panoramic imagery to public map data, such as with Google Street
View or Mapillary. For the road-based datasets, we generated ground truth by manually identifying a sample of matching
frames – such as those at every intersection – and interpolating for those in-between. It can be considered correct to within
approximately ﬁve metres. The Nordland dataset was provided with synchronised frame-accurate, GPS ground truth.
4.3. Studies and Parameters
To evaluate the effectiveness and limitations of our place recognition algorithms, we performed ten major studies across
the three datasets, including a baseline test of the “vanilla” SMART and SeqSLAM algorithms on each (Table 1). For the
CBD dataset, we include a sequence length study with SMART to assess its implications on linear searching in branched
environments. As the datasets in this paper have consistent frame spacing – and offset image matching is only performed on
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the multi-scale experiments, the only difference between the baseline SeqSLAM and SMART evaluations is the inclusion
of sky blackening in the latter approach.
Table 1: Experimental Studies
Dataset Algorithm Target Result of Study
CBD
SeqSLAM Baseline performance of SeqSLAM algorithm (ds = 100)
SMART Baseline performance of SMART algorithm at ﬁve sequence lengths (Table 4)
SMART PF Impact of directed graph and PF search
Highway
SeqSLAM Baseline performance of SeqSLAM algorithm (ds = 100)
SMART Baseline performance of SMART algorithm (ds = 100)
SMART Multi-Scale Impact of multi-scale image comparison and linear search (ds = 100)
SMART Multi-Scale PF Impact of multi-scale image comparison and PF search
Nordland
SeqSLAM Baseline performance of SeqSLAM algorithm (ds = 100)
SMART Baseline performance of SMART algorithm (ds = 100)
SMART PF Impact of directed graph and PF search
Within each test, we evaluated core place recognition criteria, including precision-recall performance, coverage at
100% precision and longest continuous regions of location uncertainty – all of which are standard benchmarks in the
community (Churchill & Newman, 2012; Cummins & Newman, 2008; Johns & Yang, 2013b; Liu & Zhang, 2013; Lowry
et al., 2014a;McManus et al., 2014b;Milford&Wyeth, 2012).We also analysed the storage and computational requirements
with the various methods and provide some calculations in Section 6.
Table 2 shows the parameters used in all studies. Rx, Ry , P , φ, l, ηx and ηy are similar to the values used in previous
studies (Milford & Wyeth, 2012; Pepperell et al., 2013, 2014a,b, 2015), albeit with a larger reduced image size for
panoramic datasets. The total distribution parameters, μt and σt, represent average values measured from the normalised
image difference matrices. The true positive mean, μp, was estimated to be a slightly smaller value than μt; reﬂecting the
assumption that true matches have at least slightly lower difference scores than average. σp was assumed to be equal to σt.
The motion model mean, μm, equals the desired spatial frame separation of 1 database frame movement for each query
frame movement (typically 1 metre), with σm set to allow small deviations due to odometry error. λ was set to a value that
Table 2: Parameter List
Parameter Value Description
Rx, Ry 360, 32 Reduced image size, CBD and Highway
Rx, Ry 64, 32 Reduced image size, Nordland
P 4× 4 Patch size (pixels)
φ 45◦ Trajectory search angle
l 40 Neighbourhood radius
ηx, ηy 0, 4 Maximum shift offsets (left/right rescaled views only)
ds varies Sequence length
N 1000 Number of particles
μp 0.45 True positive mean
σp 0.167 True positive standard deviation
μt 0.50 Total distribution mean
σt 0.167 Total distribution standard deviation
μm 1.0 Motion model mean (frame distance)
σm 0.1 Motion model standard deviation
λ 0.25 Lane change probability
κ 150 Resampling countdown
r 20 Place recognition resolution
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ensures particles frequently explore other lane positions, while assuming that the vehicle is equally likely to maintain its
current lane in a given step. The resampling countdown, κ, was set to approximately half the length of a typical city block;
a stable value we determined through experimentation on test datasets. r was set to equal the place recognition matching
tolerance, as explained in Section 3.4.
We also provide the scale factors used for the Highway dataset in Table 3. The scale factor corresponds to the query
sub-image (left or right) size fraction of the corresponding database sub-image. Thus, values greater than one indicate
a relative enlargement of the query sub-image, and values less than one indicate a relative enlargement of the database
sub-image. Shift amounts were determined by assuming a kerbside structure distance of 10 m – an arbitrary value that
has worked successfully on two other datasets (Pepperell et al., 2014b) and knowledge of the database vehicle position
and standard lane width of 3.5 m. We also assume a total road width of eight lanes to determine the right-hand distances
(noting that vehicles keep left in Australia). In practice, exact distances and number of lanes (and hence scales) are not
critical, provided enough scales are used to approximately cover all possible views due to lane shift. For example, if there
is a true vehicle shift of +1 lane, but all structure is at inﬁnity, it is likely that the algorithm will still be able to form a
correct hypothesis using the 1:1 scale.
Table 3: Highway Dataset Scale Parameters
Query Lane Position: Assumed Distance to Structure: Scale Factors:
(Relative Shift) Left, Right (m) Left, Right
1 (-1) 11.8, 36.5 0.77, 1.1
2 (0) 15.0, 33.0 No rescaling
3 (+1) 18.5, 29.5 1.23, 0.89
4 (+2) 22.0, 26.0 1.47, 0.79
5. Results
In this section, we present our experimental results across the three datasets. As discussed in Section 4.3, we focus on
the standard place recognition criteria: precision-recall performance metrics and plots, and dataset coverage statistics and
plots. We also include example imagery and discuss the difﬁculties and failure cases encountered on each dataset.
5.1. Precision-Recall Performance and Dataset Coverage
Precision-recall curveswere generated for each test case by varying the sequence cost threshold (linear search) or conﬁdence
threshold (particle ﬁlter) and comparing reported matches to ground truth. Precision refers to the proportion of returned
frame pairs that were correct to within 20 m of ground truth – as in our previous study (Pepperell et al., 2014b); and recall
refers to the proportion of total correct frame pairs that were returned. For each particle ﬁlter test, we ran the algorithm
Table 4: CBD Dataset Results
Algorithm Recall at 100% Precision Max. Uncertainty (m)
SMART (ds = 10) 16% 667
SMART (ds = 30) 44% 622
SMART (ds = 50) 51% 629
SeqSLAM (ds = 100) 55% 620
SMART (ds = 100) 57% 587
SMART (ds = 200) 61% 580
SMART (PF) 76% 158
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Figure 12. Precision-recall plots for the CBD dataset, showing results for SMART with linear search at sequence lengths of 10, 30, 50,
100 and 200 metres; SeqSLAM at a sequence length of 100 metres; and SMART with the particle ﬁlter search.
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Figure 13. CBD dataset coverage plots for the SMART and SeqSLAM linear search tests, as well as the SMART particle ﬁlter test.
Blue lines indicate the ground-truth mapping between query and database frames, and red crosses indicate true positive place location
matches reported by the algorithm. Vertical discontinuities (shown with faint guidelines) correspond to intersections where the query
traverse travelled a different direction to the database traverse.
ﬁve times and have presented the median result. Additionally, we present the maximum continuous distance travelled (at
100% precision) without location certainty – also known as the maximum “open loop distance” (McManus et al., 2014a).
Precision-recall curves for the CBD dataset are shown in Figure 12. Unsurprisingly, SMART’s performance improved
with increasing sequence length up to 100 m. Further increasing the sequence length to 200 m had minimal effect on
either precision-recall performance or maximum uncertainty (Table 4). This is partly attributable to this sequence length
approaching that of a city block, hence attempting to ﬁt long linear sequences on disjoint regions of the matching matrix
is prone to error – e.g. query frames from approximately 0 to 100 and 840 to 940 had some coverage with the four
shorter sequence lengths, but not at ds = 200 (Figure 13). The comparison test with SeqSLAM at ds = 100 performed
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Figure 14. Four example sets of correctly-reported frame pair matches from the CBD dataset, using our proposed particle ﬁlter
implementation. In each pair, the database frame is on the top and the query frame is on the bottom.
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approximately the same as SMART at this sequence length. Also note that in a real-time application, a complete sequence
must be built before a location hypothesis can be formed. Thus, there is a trade-off: shorter sequences have potentially
lower localisation lag and better ability to cope with “jumps” in the difference matrix, but longer sequences accumulate
more evidence and are more likely to report correct locations.
The particle ﬁlter exhibited the best overall precision recall performance and superior coverage to the linear search at
all sequence lengths. Its ability to explore all possible paths through intersections (and searching only those directions,
rather than exhaustively) enabled it to make quick, accurate place hypotheses. However, within a short period after each
intersection, conﬁdence is low until resampling converges all particles to the correct path. Thus, some hypotheses get ﬁltered
out at 100% precision, such as around query frames 840 to 940 (Figure 13). Figure 14 shows example image matches for
the CBD dataset.
Figure 15 shows the overall precision-recall performance for each method on the Highway dataset. Across the whole
dataset, all three SMART methods performed very strongly, while SeqSLAM performed poorly. This is likely due to the
larger number of sky pixels in the Highway dataset, as evident in Figure 16. Note, however, that in depicting a typical
driving scenario, approximately 50% of this dataset consisted of query and database images captured from the same lane
position (Figure 17), which inﬂated the overall recall ﬁgures. As shown in Table 5, the vanilla method suffered a signiﬁcant
recall drop (to 65%) when positioned one lane to the left, and had very poor recall (26%) when positioned two lanes to
the right – all of which came from the relatively long image sequences having sufﬁcient overlap with the preceding region
of lesser lane shift. As expected, the multi-scale method signiﬁcantly outperformed the vanilla SMART and SeqSLAM
algorithms at this large lateral shift (93% recall), and performed well in all lanes of travel. Interestingly, all algorithms
Table 5: Highway Dataset Results
Algorithm Recall at 100% Precision at Lane Shift Max. Uncertainty (m)Overall -1 0 +1 +2
SeqSLAM (ds = 100) 43% 3% 79% 5% 0% 767
SMART (ds = 100) 86% 65% 95% 93% 26% 147
SMART Multi-Scale (ds = 100) 93% 75% 95% 98% 93% 144
SMART Multi-Scale (PF) 98% 100% 96% 100% 100% 95
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Figure 15. Precision-recall plots for the Highway dataset, showing the overall performance improvement as multi-scaling and particle
ﬁltering are added to SMART. The SeqSLAM result is included for comparison.
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Figure 16. Four example sets of correctly-reported frame pair matches from the Highway dataset, using our proposed particle ﬁlter
implementation. From top to bottom, the matches represent -1, 0, +1 and +2 lanes of lateral shift. In each pair, the database frame is on
the top and the query frame is on the bottom.
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Figure 17. Highway dataset coverage plots produced by SeqSLAM, SMART and multi-scale SMART with linear search and multi-scale
SMART with the particle ﬁlter. Blue lines indicate the ground-truth mapping between query and database frames, and red crosses indicate
true positive place location matches reported by the algorithm. Green shading indicates the relative lane shift (if any) between the query
and database traverse from left to right.
performed equal to or better across a single lane shift to the right than one to the left. This can be attributed to the fact that
a shift to the right corresponds to movement towards the centre of the road, where scaling effects are not as signiﬁcant as
when moving closer to the road edge.
The particle ﬁlter outperformed the linear sequence search methods once it had converged on the true vehicle position
– see the small initialisation delay in Figure 17. As well as exploring lane changes at every step, the particle ﬁlter has the
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Figure 18. Precision-recall plots for the Nordland dataset, showing the performance of SeqSLAM and SMART with the linear search,
and SMART with the particle ﬁlter search.
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ability to “coast” through regions of poor image similarity, enabling it to provide correct place recognition hypotheses even
in the difﬁcult areas with the linear multi-scale method failed (see Section 5.2). Figure 16 shows example image matches
for the Highway dataset.
Table 6: Nordland Dataset Results
Algorithm Recall at 100% Precision Max. Uncertainty (m)
SeqSLAM (ds = 100) 73% 5930
SMART (ds = 100) 65% 3925
SMART (PF) 94% 760
Figure 18 and Table 6 show the precision-recall performance of each algorithm on the Nordland dataset, and Figure 19
illustrates dataset coverage.While the baseline SMART algorithm had a shortermaximumperiod of localisation uncertainty
than SeqSLAM, it also attained a lower level of recall. This result can be attributed to the sky blackening technique used in
SMART, which worked consistently well on the summer traverse, but inconsistently on the winter traverse (see Section 5.2).
As with the previous datasets, the SMART algorithm with our proposed particle ﬁlter approach had superior performance
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Figure 19. Nordland dataset coverage plots for the SMART and SeqSLAM linear search tests, as well as the SMART particle ﬁlter test.
Blue lines indicate the ground-truth mapping between query and database frames, and red crosses indicate true positive place location
matches reported by the algorithm. Vertical discontinuities (shown with faint guidelines) correspond to intersections where the query
traverse travelled a different direction to the database traverse. Note that there is an average frame spacing of 5 m, which corresponds to
a query traverse of 100 km and a database traverse of 60 km.
MATCH MATCH MATCH
Figure 20. Three example sets of correctly-reported frame pair matches from the Nordland dataset, using our proposed particle ﬁlter
implementation. In each pair, the database frame is on the top and the query frame is on the bottom.
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Figure 21. Difﬁcult query images in the CBD dataset, with dark, bland or missing structure. These images are approximately
representative of regions of poor coverage: frames 100 to 500 (top), 840 to 940 (middle) and 1650-2150 (bottom) – see Figure 13.
to both baseline algorithms in both precision-recall and dataset coverage. Figure 20 shows example image matches for the
Nordland dataset.
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Figure 22. Two example frame pairs within the query frame region 1670 to 1815 on the Highway dataset that all algorithms – except
the particle ﬁlter approach – failed to correctly match across a lane shift of -1. The lack of structure in the right camera view (edges of
panoramic images) and overall darkness contributed to weak matching scores. The particle ﬁlter correctly reported both matches.
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(a) (c) (d)(b)
Figure 23. Examples of challenging places in the Nordland dataset, including bland environments (a) and dark tunnels (b). The winter
traverse of this dataset also challenged the sky blackening technique, which was successful in some places (c), but not others (d).
5.2. Place Recognition Difﬁculties and Failure Cases
Each dataset presented its own challenges for our place recognition algorithms. The CBD dataset was particularly difﬁcult
for the linear search technique due to disjointed ground-truth path through the image difference matrix, whereas the new
method was able to explore the possible options and regain conﬁdence as evidence was accrued. For all methods, the gaps
in coverage at 100% precision predominately correspond to regions lacking structure or with poor illumination at night
(Figure 21), where image matching was weaker. In a general sense, the particle ﬁlter eventually settles on the correct path,
albeit experiencing a longer period of uncertainty in any situation where matching is weak.
Predictably, the Highway dataset failures predominately occurred under maximal lane shift with the vanilla linear
algorithm (e.g. bottom image pair in Figure 14), and occasionally throughout the linear multi-scale result. Both linear
search methods also struggled around query frames 1670 to 1815 across a lane shift of -1 where a signiﬁcant part of the
environment was bland (Figure 22). However, the particle ﬁlter method continued to track the correct trajectory as the
converged particles represented a signiﬁcantly more constrained search space.
The Nordland dataset was substantially larger than the other two datasets, and presented its own set of challenges. Place
matching was more difﬁcult in areas with environmental aliasing and dark tunnels. In addition, the presence of snow in the
winter dataset caused sky blackening to erroneously classify some ground regions as sky and blacken them; leaving very
little useful information in the image. Figure 23 shows some examples of difﬁcult regions within the dataset.
6. Storage and Computation Requirements
Towards the deployment of our proposed algorithm in a vehicular navigation system or on an embedded platform, there
are a number of practical considerations to be made. In this section, we assess the feasibility of our system by examining
some typical usage scenarios and detailing our estimates for the storage and computational requirements. We also include
measured execution times for our implementations.
6.1. Storage
Storage requirements are identical for both the linear search SMART (or SeqSLAM) algorithm and our proposed particle
ﬁlter approach, with each map location represented by a low-resolution greyscale image. For images consisting of 360×32,
8-bit pixels, at a resolution of one frame per metre, approximately 11.5 kB is required per place – or 11.5 MB per kilometre
of road. Thus, the CBD and Highway datasets total approximately 100 MB in this format, which is easily containable on
a hard drive or in RAM.
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Scaling a place recognition system up to enable global operation will obviously entail solving a number of challenges,
including visual aliasing, bland environments, near inﬁnite intersections, and unpredictable road layouts. However, we can
make an informed examination of the storage requirements for such an operation. For example, a moderately-populated
country – such as Canada, France or Australia – has approximately 800,000-1,000,000 km of road (CIA, 2013); and would
hence require 10-12 TB to exhaustively store the uncompressed panoramic imagery at a single scale. In 2015, an array
of inexpensive hard drives could meet this requirement for a few hundred dollars. Alternatively, map imagery could be
deployed on demand; covering only the areas required for navigation – or expansive bland highways could be represented
more sparsely, e.g. one frame per tenmetres for an order ofmagnitude reduction in storage requirements. A further reduction
may be possible by storing the database imagery as compressed videos.
6.2. Computation – Theoretical
Here,we consider the theoretical computational requirements under typical use caseswith the systemdeployed as a real-time
navigation system. We present calculations consistent with those in prior work (Milford, 2013), which demonstrated that
the dominant computational burden is the image comparison stage. The exact computational requirements depend on the
database size (or subset to be searched), the vehicle speed and the image size, in addition to either the sequence length
or the number of particles, depending on the search method. Consider ﬁrst, a scenario where we travel on a highway at
80 km/h, and compare each query image to every database image:
1000 images/kilometre × 11,520 pixels/image × 9 vertical offsets × 4 scales × 22 m/s
= 9.12 · 109 pixel comparisons per second per kilometre of mapped database
For the Highway dataset, this requirement becomes:
5 kilometres × 9.12 · 109 pixel comparisons per second per kilometre of mapped database
= 4.56 · 1010 pixel comparisons per second
Thus, even with complete processor utilisation and an idealistic alignment of 8-bit pixel data into 64-bit general purposes
registers, a dual-core 3.2GHzCPUwould be required to sustain real-time computation of the image comparison alone.More
realistically, parallel computing would be necessary through the use of a GPU or ﬁeld-programmable gate array (FPGA).
The advantage of the particle ﬁlter approach, however, is that we can build the image matching matrices sparsely – once the
particles converge, we only need to compare the query frame to a small subset of database frames, plus the neighbourhood
normalisation window (2l = 80). Now consider the same scenario again, but on exit of a four-way intersection where the
particles had converged (r = 20) to a conﬁdent hypothesis on entry:
(20 location images + 80 in each local neighbourhood) × 3 possible paths × 11,520 pixels/image
× 10 vertical offsets × 4 scales × 22 m/s × 1 frame/m = 3.04 · 109 pixel comparisons per second
With the same 100% (ideal) CPU utilisation above, this scenario only requires a single 0.4 GHz, 64-bit CPU core. The CBD
scenario is even more feasible, as vehicle speeds are signiﬁcantly slower – especially around intersections. Thus, even with
realistic overheads, the system could easily run in real-time on a modern CPU once the particles begin to converge. Until
that point has been reached (approximately 150 m in our experiments), more exhaustive computation is necessary, but the
vehicle will typically initialise from a stationary position, where computational requirements are smaller. Additionally, a
coarse GPS seed could be used to narrow the search space, as discussed in Section 7.
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We can also consider the computational requirements for linear sequence searching on the Highway dataset, where
each movement step of one metre requires looking up each difference score value (element in M) and adding it to its
corresponding sequence cost sum:
5000 sequences × 4 scales × 22 m/s = 4.4 · 105 element lookups per second
and similarly for the particle ﬁlter search, which is non-exhaustive, and requires element lookups only for positions with
particles:
1000 particles × 22 m/s = 2.2 · 104 updates per second
While the particle ﬁlter signiﬁcantly reduces the computational requirements for search, it was already four orders of
magnitude less intensive than the image comparison step. Note that these ﬁgures assume that the weight normalisation and
resampling steps are negligible computational burdens. Thus, the image matching phase is the limiting step and has had
the most beneﬁt from our proposed particle ﬁlter implementation.
6.3. Computation – Empirical
For each dataset and algorithm, we measured the total execution time and analysed how much time could be attributed
to each of the image comparison and search stages. We also divided each total execution time by the number of query
frames to calculate the average query frame processing time: the time taken for a given algorithm to perform all necessary
operations and localise from a given query image. All research code was written in single-threaded C++ using the OpenCV
library, and run on an Apple MacBook Pro with a 3.0 GHz Intel Core i7 processor and 8 GB of DDR3 RAM. Tables 7, 8
and 9 show the execution timings for the CBD, Highway and Nordland datasets, respectively. Best results in each case are
shown in bold.
Table 7: CBD Dataset Execution Timings
Algorithm
Execution Time (s)
Image
Comparison Search Total
Query Frame
Processing Ave.
SeqSLAM (ds = 100) 360 83 443 0.07385 (13.5 Hz)
SMART (ds = 100) 694 83 777 0.12950 (7.72 Hz)
SMART (PF) 508 154 662 0.01104 (9.06 Hz)
The ﬁrst point worth noting is that the SeqSLAM algorithm lacks a sky blackening phase, and hence it performed
image comparisons faster than single-scale SMART in all experiments. In the CBD dataset, the particle ﬁlter search stage
– which consists of matrix element lookups, state variable updates and weight normalisation – took approximately twice
the time of the exhaustive linear search used by SeqSLAM and SMART (154 v.s. 83 seconds). Its advantage, however
(in addition to superior precision-recall performance), is in the image comparison stage – exhaustive computation of the
complete difference matrix is not necessary, and hence computational growth with database size is not as problematic (see
Section 6.2). The particle ﬁlter search also ran faster than SMART.
For the Highway dataset, the image comparison stage saw a signiﬁcant increase in computational time between single-
and multi-scale SMART (8552 v.s. 927 seconds). This increase can be attributed to the added burden of applying the
panoramic ﬂattening (Figure 11) and offset matching processes to the additional image scales. The growth in linear search
time was approximately four-fold (354 v.s. 95 seconds), as expected. The particle ﬁlter was most effective in this dataset,
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Table 8: Highway Dataset Execution Timings
Algorithm
Execution Time (s)
Image
Comparison Search Total
Query Frame
Processing Ave.
Single-Scale
SeqSLAM (ds = 100) 399 95 494 0.08328 (12.0 Hz)
SMART (ds = 100) 927 95 1022 0.17230 (5.80 Hz)
Multi-Scale (4 Scale Matrices)
SMART (ds = 100) 8552 354 8906 1.50100 (0.67 Hz)
SMART (PF) 2047 119 2166 0.34510 (2.90 Hz)
due to its lack of exhaustive image comparisons and search, and ran approximately four times faster than the linear search
multi-scale SMART algorithm (2.9 Hz v.s. 0.67 Hz).
The larger size of the Nordland dataset (and hence larger image matching matrices) more signiﬁcantly highlighted
the speed advantage of the particle ﬁlter approach. Also note that the smaller comparison frame size of 64×32 pixels
(compared to the 360×32 pixel panoramic images) contributed to faster image comparisons, while the larger matrix
considerably slowed the linear searches.
Table 9: Nordland Dataset Execution Timings
Algorithm
Execution Time (s)
Image
Comparison Search Total
Query Frame
Processing Ave.
SeqSLAM (ds = 100) 1874 1216 3090 0.14160 (7.06 Hz)
SMART (ds = 100) 2124 1216 3340 0.15300 (6.54 Hz)
SMART (PF) 951 641 1592 0.07293 (13.7 Hz)
The approximate online operating frequencies for each algorithm are shown in the right-most columns of Tables 7,
8 and 9. For the CBD and Highway datasets, these ﬁgures are equivalent to the maximum vehicle speed (in metres per
second) for which computation could be sustained. The maximum vehicle speed in our implementation of the particle ﬁlter
is therefore 9 m/s (32 km/h) for the CBD dataset and 2.9 m/s (10 km/h) for the Highway dataset, respectively. As Nordland
had a frame spacing of approximately 5 m, the maximum operating rate of 13.7 Hz corresponds to a maximum speed of
68.5 m/s (247 km/h) for this dataset.
Overall, our algorithms ran signiﬁcantly more slowly than indicated by the theoretical calculations in Section 6.2, and
thus require signiﬁcant optimisation (or a coarser frame spacing) for live operation in many environments. Note that our
research code was written to make diagnostics and visualisation convenient, rather than written for raw speed. Hence, some
optimisations are trivial – for example, our implementation reads in video ﬁles and downsamples and patch normalises
both query and database frames on the ﬂy, when this is strictly only necessary for query frames (database frames would be
stored in processed form). Similarly, sky blackening is performed on original imagery and would be signiﬁcantly faster if
the frames were downsampled ﬁrst. We also envisage a signiﬁcant performance increase by future multi-threading of the
algorithms to better utilise dual- and quad-core processors.
7. Discussion and Future Work
The primary contribution of this paper has been to demonstrate how introducing speciﬁc knowledge of road network
layouts and a general model of lane conﬁgurations to facilitate image rescaling can improve the performance, robustness
and efﬁciency of condition-invariant place recognition when coupled with an efﬁcient, constrained search technique. While
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simple, whole-image based place recognition techniques traditionally struggle with city block driving and multi-lane roads,
our additions have improved their operation in such environments. This section discusses our assumptions, the beneﬁts
of the directed graph and particle ﬁlter implementation, some possible future domains for particle ﬁltering and image
comparison, and the system’s deployment as a personal navigation aid.
The underlying assumptions in our approach are that movement is planar, constrained to a route, and that there is
an approximately-ﬁxed (or inﬁnite) lateral distance to environmental structure in the case of multiple-lane environments.
Through our results, we have veriﬁed their validity on two challenging road-based environments, in addition to a rail-based
environment. Equally, these assumptions could be applied to other domains, such as ofﬁce corridor robots or human
movement along footpaths if some considerations of environmental scale were applied.
The introduction of a directed graph in conjunction with a particle ﬁlter allowed us to retain the 1D database of ordered
environment images, while gaining the ability to explore paths through intersections without reverting to re-localisation
through exhaustive searching. As such, the localisation lag associated with traditional linear sequence searching was
greatly reduced: instead of having to build a ﬁxed-length sequence of frames to form a location hypothesis, hypotheses are
constantly formed and grow in conﬁdence at a rate depending on the difﬁculty of the environment. Another subtle beneﬁt
is the ﬁltering threshold: linear sequence costs are arbitrary and depend on environmental difﬁculty, whereas particle
conﬁdence is a probability measure that depends on the convergence of the particle set. Thus, tuning to 100% precision is
simpler: the particle conﬁdence acceptance threshold could simply be set to 1.0 to guarantee no false positives (albeit not
necessarily attaining maximum recall).
Futurework could also expand the particle ﬁlter to search forward and reverse directions of travel. This could be achieved
with a “direction” state variable; indicating that reverse particles require query image panoramas to be circularly shifted
by 180 degrees and particles propagated in the opposite direction through the difference matrix. A potential challenge,
however, is that the reversed panorama would introduce an additional viewpoint problem and may be problematic on wide
or divided roads. Fortunately, such environments tend to be mapped along both sides (e.g. highways in Google Street View).
Furthermore, the branching at intersections in the CBD and Nordland datasets can be considered somewhat analogous
to lane changes in the Highway dataset, where particles are randomly selected to explore each route alternative. One avenue
for future work would be to integrate some rotational visual odometry such that a detected rotation increases the probability
of an intersection turn or lane change in that direction and apportions particles appropriately. Additionally, a lane-tracking
algorithm (Aly, 2008; McCall & Trivedi, 2004; Wang et al., 2004) could be used to detect lane changes; both to guide
the propagation of particles and to provide another layer of feedback to the driver in a real-time scenario. In a similar
vein, CNNs have shown promise in monocular depth-mapping (Eigen et al., 2014; Milford et al., 2015), which may be
extensible to aiding our synthetic view generation process. Performance beneﬁts would have to be weighed, however, as
these techniques may increase computational overheads by more than they save; noting that adding extra particles in areas
where image comparison is already being performed is very inexpensive – see Section 6.
One of the beneﬁts of the algorithms in this paper is that they do not rigidly prescribe particular featureless image
representations and matching techniques. The condition invariance of our work may improve further with the use of UV
imagery – either to enhance the reliability of our sky blackening technique on visible-spectrum images or as a means of
obtaining accurate horizon signatures, which would potentially require less storage and computation than whole images.
Promising work has already demonstrated that these techniques work well with sequence-based approaches (Stone et al.,
2014), and we believe there is beneﬁt to exploring this avenue further in conjunction with our rescaling algorithms and
particle ﬁlter search presented here. Our techniques also do not prescribe a particular type of odometry, and may be suited
to vision-only techniques (Glover et al., 2015).
In the context of personal navigation systems, our proposed approach maintains strong localisation certainty and
coverage on realistic environments, especially on road networks where drivers are mostly likely to become lost. In such
environments, we envisage our system operating either standalone or in conjunction with traditional GPS, which can be
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used for narrowing the search space (particularly on initialisation), with the beneﬁt that our algorithm is not affected by
urban canyons and tunnels. While we demonstrated our system on road and rail applications, appearance-based techniques
maintain their efﬁcacy when downscaled to smaller environments, such as walking paths and indoor corridors (unlike
traditional GPS). An exciting future avenue would be to develop a system that seamlessly continues as a navigation aid
through these environments after the user has exited the vehicle.
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